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Pentecost Island...where romance entices and secrets unfold. Spend a month on the island and
experience an amazing adventure between four friends, the challenges they face, the past
threatening to come between them, and their friendship as they start up a new resort. Nell
O'Leary sees the world in a logical way, and she's content managing her friend, Pippa's eco-
resort. She holds a secret from her past and is painfully insecure around the opposite sex. When
Nell runs into a technical problem at the resort, she contacts a computer company, and is
dismayed to find the owner is her former friend, Nat Dwyer. Nat was at university with her but
that's the only thing he and Nell have in common.Even though they had once been good friends,
Nat was a womaniser—with no intention of ever settling down.When Nell asks Nat to help
onsite, the help he offers takes a personal turn. But the last thing Nat expects is to fall in love with
this quiet woman. Nell fights her growing feelings; there is no way she would ever trust Nat.Can
Nell overcome her lack of trust or is her past destined to cause them heartache?

In Black and White, encapsulates some of Tanizaki’s main themes including sexual obsession
and Japan’s journey toward modern westernization. . . . If you haven’t read Tanizaki, this novel is
an excellent introduction. -- Todd Shimoda ― Asian Review of BooksIn Black and White
showcases Tanizaki's customary verve, humor, and brilliance. This wonderful translation brings
to life a novel that has been unduly neglected. What a treat! -- Phillip Lopate, author of Against
Joie de VivreIn Black and White provides yet more evidence of Tanizaki’s full mastery of his
craft. Tightly structured and full of dark humor, it is both a murder mystery and metafiction in
which a novel incriminates its own creator. Only a writer of Tanizaki’s caliber could have penned
this and The Makioka Sisters, two works so radically different one can only marvel that they are
the product of the same mind. -- Minae Mizumura, author of A True NovelIn Black and White is a
playful, parodic whodunit and a welcome addition to the extensive body of English translations
of works by Jun'ichirō Tanizaki. -- Dennis Washburn, Jane and Raphael Bernstein Professor in
Asian Studies, Dartmouth CollegeWritten as a serial 'newspaper novel,' this is a fascinating view
of the writer’s mind and of the evolution of a literary genius in a rare experimental mode, as
Tanizaki (1886–1965) mingled noir and the fantastic long before Haruki Murakami made his
name using the same formula. ― Publishers WeeklyAn enigmatic mystery that, serially
published and thereafter forgotten until now, cements Tanizaki’s claim to be a lost forerunner of
postmodernism. . . . Anyone contemplating writing a plotless novel will want to study this curious,
beguiling yarn. ― Kirkus ReviewsA fascinating insight into the literary politics of the time, and
Lyons makes a compelling case for the importance of In Black and White in Tanizaki’s body of
work, regarding it as a bridging piece to his later, more complex and subtle works. . . . well worth
a look for anyone looking to expand their J-Lit knowledge, and a welcome addition to the



collection of Tanizaki’s English-language works. ― Tony's Reading ListIn Black and White is
successful and satisfying as (writer-)character study. -- M.A. Orthofer ― The Complete ReviewIn
Black and White, a murder mystery set in the late 1920s, provides plenty of excitement, both real
and psychological, while also offering some unusual and creative thematic twists on the
connections between fiction, reality, and the writing life and its consequences. -- Mary Whipple
― Seeing the World Through BooksA clever story and it is surprising that it has never been
published separately before. ― The Modern Novel - A blogTranslated beautifully by Phyllis I.
Lyons. . . . In Black and White, first serialized in 1928, was never published as a single volume in
Japan. Now Lyons has rescued this work from obscurity, nimbly arguing in her afterword that it
defines a 'pivotal moment' in Tanizaki's literary development. -- Min Jin Lee ― The New York
Times Book ReviewJapanese scholar and professor Lyons not only provides the first-ever
English translation 80 years later, but also includes an illuminating afterword in which she
contextualizes the virtually forgotten work as both literary history and a career-changing
accomplishment for one of Japan’s most revered authors. New generations of readers will
undoubtedly benefit from Lyons’ careful resurrection of this surprisingly timeless, slyly
metafictional, unusually intriguing title. ― BooklistWell worth a look for anyone looking to expand
their J-Lit knowledge, and a welcome addition to the collectio nnof Tanizaki's English-language
works. ― Tony's Reading ListAn ingenious metafictional travesty of the murder-mystery genre,
this little-known work, now available for the first time in English, reveals Tanizaki on the cusp of
artistic maturity, and at the forefront of Japanese modernism. . . . In Black and White was the
pinnacle of Jun’ichirō Tanizaki’s early style and an important milestone in his creative life: a novel
that settled scores with the literary establishment, freeing his imagination to attain the heights of
an extraordinary career. -- Bryan Karetnyk ― Times Literary SupplementLyons should be given
credit for introducing readers to this lesser-known Tanizaki novel. Her translation draws the
reader’s attention to this fantastic masterpiece, one which is comparable in quality to his other
works, such as Naomi, Some Prefer Nettles and The Key. -- James Au Kin-Pong ― Cha: An
Asian Literary JournalA fascinating work, and its publication in English translation is a welcome
event. ― Japanese Studies --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJun'ichirō
Tanizaki (1886–1965) was one of the most prominent Japanese writers of the twentieth century.
Among his classic novels are Naomi, The Makioka Sisters, and The Key.Phyllis I. Lyons is
professor emeritus of Japanese language and literature at Northwestern University. She is the
author of The Saga of Dazai Osamu: A Critical Study with Translations (1985). --This text refers
to the paperback edition.
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Brenda Telford, “Another excellent addition to this series!. Nell O’Leary worked happily alongside
Pippa, Tam and Evie as they readied their resort – Pippa’s brainchild – on Pentecost Island. Nell
worked in the office, running the computers with all the technical needs that the resort needed
and when she had problems, losing Tam’s menu orders and details, as well as the new guests
who would arrive when the resort opened, she knew she needed professional help. Going to the
mainland and driving to an address recommended to her, Nell didn’t expect to see the person
she had been friendly with in Uni ten years prior – before everything went wrong for her.Nat
Dwyer was a computer expert and was gaining business on Hamilton Island, and a name for
himself as a person who could find a solution to any IT problem. So when he said he’d
accompany Nell back to Pentecost Island, she was wary, but happy it would help with their
issues. But could Nat also help Nell with her own issues?Nell by Aussie author Annie Seaton is
the 3rd in the Pentecost Island series, and it was another great read. Pentecost Island is a
special place to set a series, with the resort coming along nicely, and the new staff members to
the island slotting in well (apart from one!!) I’m looking forward to the next in the series, #4
Tamsin, sometime soon. Recommended.”

Gatorfan, “the story continues with Nell - about to find out her secret. NELL is a standalone read
with a happy ever after. Three best friends since 1st grade leave for college together. Fun is the
name of the game and everyone is having a good time experiencing uni life. Then a terrible
thing happens to one. She does not share the experience with her best friends but the event
changes who she is. She becomes totally opposite of who she has always been.They graduate
and when Pippa inherits her aunt's island she gets her two best friends to go with her to open a
resort on the island. There is a huge home in need of repair and some work to do but the girls
believe they can do it. Each girl has her own talent and they fall in to a schedule of work to get
the resort up and running. There is a small problem. In need of money her aunt sold 1/2 the
island to a man. He is not happy that the girls have landed on his beach.This is Nell's story. Nell
runs the business side of the enterprise. She will be taking reservations, ordering supplies,
paying the help, etc. She is fine with all of that but the computer is giving her problems and she
needs an expert computer guy. Don't we all? She rarely leaves the island and doesn't want to
do so now but she needs to see someone face to face to explain the problem and explain how
vitally important it is to get the system fixed NOW. So she leaves the island and goes to the
mainland to look up the guy that has been recommended to her.Imagine his surprise when he
opens the door to his shop to find Nellie standing on the porch. She backs off and would run but
he stops her. They were best friends for their two years at uni then she avoided him until he
finally got the message and stopped trying to be friends. They lost touch for several years and
then one day he came to her company to work on computers and they met again. She was
horribly rude to him and let him know she didn't want to be friends. He took her at her word.And



now 10 years later he sees her standing on his porch. She is still acting weird and she is no
longer the same girl. Where his Nellie was fun, outgoing, colorful and confident, this Nell was
drab, no make-up, hair pulled back, beige shorts, dull t-shirt. She was not herself. He had no
idea what had happened to his friend. She would leave but she desperately needs the help he
can give her. Nell's life is about to change for the better and his name is Nat.I have really
enjoyed this series. These ladies on the island are a fun and adventurous read. They are finding
not only the love of their lives but themselves. We all have issues to work through and hopefully
come out on the other side wiser and better. It is interesting to watch these ladies work their way
through their problems. They are always there for each other. I'm sure a lot of ladies will relate
as they too have friends from college that have lasted a lifetime. This story has a happy ending
but of course the story continues inTamsin's story. So there are some interesting things coming
up. I definitely recommend this series.I was not paid for this review. I am not a writer nor do I
know one. I am not kin to this author. I am a reader and this is my opinion, nothing more,
nothing less.  5/24/2020”

Mrs. Helen Sibbritt, “Another fabulous story in this series. I loved being back on Pentecost Island,
I am loving this series MS Seaton writes stories that pull readers in with heartfelt emotions where
we get to know the characters and make friends with them and this is Nell’s story and a moving
one it is. It is time for Nell to open up about something that she has kept to herself for ten years
and time to get back to who she really is with the help of Nat, and her best friends of course.Nell
O’Leary is running the accounting part of the resort her best friend Pippa is working to open very
soon and the software system is not working and Nell is in a panic, so she leaves the island
determined to find some help with a computer whiz no matter how hard it is for her and this
person turns out to be Nathaniel Dwyer the guy she had a crush on at university before the thing
happened and changed her life.Nat is really shocked when Nell turns up on his doorstep to ask
for help with a computer system, they have not seen each other for many years and their last
encounter did not go down well, Nell used to be such a fun loving and beautiful girl who he had
always wanted to get to know better now she seems scared and quiet, but when a storm hits and
damages his house he is there for her and his past feelings for her are coming to the surface
again.This is a beautiful story, to see Nell with Nat’s help find herself again and find love that this
beautiful woman had always deserved had me cheering and smiling, there were a few hurdles to
get over first but get there they did is such a beautiful way. Of course it was lovely catching up
with Pippa and Rafe, Tam, Evie, Eliza and Phillipe and the resort is close to opening and with
such happy news, and of course I am now really looking forward to Tam’s story woohoo, thank
MS Seaton for another fab story, I loved it.”

michele r, “Great read. This series is great I am on that island when I read your stories everything
is so descriptive I just love it, although i'm not getting much done cause I can't put my ipad down,
gotta keep reading till I finish ,ha ha love love love it.”



The book by Annie Seaton has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 105 people have provided feedback.
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